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 Call Now  


[email protected] 





Sun - Thu : 9am - 5pm 

Sunday - Thursday 





Cairo, Egypt 


1A Farouk Negm Street, Dokki, Giza
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Welcome to TAS Flowrance














TAS Flowrance specialize in a diverse range of fertilizer and mining materials, including phosphate derivatives (Phosphate Rock, phosphate granular, phosphate powder), silica sand, quartz rock, talc lump, talc powder, dolomite, Kaolin (China clay), gypsum, marble, granite and more to empowering architects, builders, farmers, and manufacturers to achieve their vision with quality and efficiency. and championing every stage of the natural stone and mineral journey, from responsible sourcing and innovative processing to global trade and customer support.







From our own mines nestled near Aswan and the Red Sea, we extract the finest phosphate, granite, kaolin, talc, and quartz. In El Minya, our state-of-the-art crusher transforms limestone into many small sizes and powder. Every step, from extraction to export, is guided by meticulous quality control. We partner with TUV for rigorous testing and inspections, ensuring our materials meet the highest international standards.
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Our diverse portfolio caters to a wide range of needs. Silica sand, phosphate rock, quartz rock, , and talc are just a few of the treasures we bring to the world. Whether you require bulk shipments or specialized packaging, we tailor our offerings to your specific requirements.







Delve into the heart of Egyptian stone with us. We invite you to witness firsthand the dedication and expertise that goes into extracting and crafting the finest natural materials. From our expansive mines near the Red Sea and Aswan to our cutting-edge processing facilities, experience the journey of a stone, from raw potential to breathtaking masterpiece.







	Visit our mines and quarries: Witness the responsible extraction methods and meticulous selection process that ensure the highest quality materials.
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	Explore our state-of-the-art factory: Observe the rhythmic dance of gang saws, the precision of cutting machines, and the mesmerizing transformation through automated polishing lines.








	Dive into our technical expertise: Discuss your specific needs with our dedicated team and discover how our advanced machinery, including soon-to-be-operational full automatic processing lines and a modern CNC machine, can bring your vision to life.
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Our story goes beyond 2005:











	Years of experience in mountain activities: We understand the intricacies of extracting and processing including phosphate derivatives (Phosphate Rock, phosphate granular, phosphate powder), silica sand, quartz rock, talc lump, talc powder, dolomite, Kaolin (China clay), gypsum, marble, granite and more.












	Continuous investment in technology: We stay at the forefront of the industry, ensuring efficiency and precision in every step.
	Unwavering commitment to quality: Rigorous testing and inspections by TUV guarantee international standards are met.


















Collaborate with us:







By partnering with us, you gain more than just access to premium materials:







	In-depth knowledge and expertise: From extraction methods to cutting-edge technology, we share our insights to empower your success.
	A trusted collaborator: We work closely with you, understanding your needs and exceeding expectations.
	Sustainable solutions: We prioritize responsible practices and environmental consciousness throughout our operations.








Join us on this journey beyond the ordinary. Contact us today to schedule your visit and unlock the possibilities of Egyptian stone.
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TAS Flowrance Products












Phosphate rock Used to produce phosphate fertilizer, calcium super phosphate (Triple phosphate) reaction of phosphate rock with phosphoric acid. Phosphate rock used in organic farming as well as with the use of bacteria-dissolving rock phosphate and more…

.
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Silica sand for float glass production, tableware production making solar panel sandblast, glass production, crystal industries, container glass industry. porcelain industry.  molding metal system, artificial grass according FIFA require and  more…
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Kaolin, also called china clay, soft white clay that is an essential ingredient in the manufacture of china and porcelain and is widely used in the making of paper, rubber, paint, and more…
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TAS Flowrance Group can Supply and Exporter limestone Calcium carbonate Rock , Calcium carbonate Lumps Calcium carbonate Powder , Calcium carbonate Rock with high quality of Calcium carbonate Rock uses for many applications and more…
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Quartz uses in electronics, construction, quartz crystal, technology, clear quartz crystal, Minecraft, concrete, paints, Glass Making, Foundry Sand, Petroleum Industry-Ceramics, Ferro silicon industry and more…

.
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Talc is used in many industries, including paper making, plastic, paint and coatings, rubber, food, electric cable, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, and ceramics and more…
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Contact us 



Address:


Head office, 1A Farouk Negm Street, from Abdel raheem Sabry street, Dokki,Giza Egypt.
postal Code
12311 






Phone:


+202 37605431
+202 37602396
+202 37602397
+201144454401
+201144454400 



















Mining Products 

	

 Silica Sand  
	

 Phosphate Rock  
	

 Limestone  
	

 Quartz  
	

 filter Sand  



























Fertilizer Products 

	

 phosphate rock  
	

 Single super phosphate  
	

 Triple Super Phosphate  
	

 Di-ammonium Phosphate  
	

 Garnular phosphate  
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